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In this paper, the precipitation kinetics of iron in multicrystalline silicon during moderate
temperature annealing are systematically studied with respect to annealing time, temperature, iron
super-saturation level, and different types and densities of precipitation sites. The quantitative
analysis is based on examining the changes in the concentrations and distributions of interstitial
iron in multicrystalline silicon wafers after annealing at 400–700  C. This is achieved by using the
photoluminescence imaging technique to produce high-resolution spatially resolved images of the
interstitial iron concentrations. The concentrations of interstitial iron are found to decrease
exponentially with the annealing time. Comparison of the precipitation time constants of wafers
annealed at different temperatures and of different initial interstitial iron concentrations indicates
that higher levels of iron super-saturation result in faster precipitation processes. The impact of
iron super-saturation on the precipitation kinetics becomes increasingly important at low levels of
super-saturation, while its impact saturates at very high levels of super-saturation (above 1000).
Some grain boundaries are shown to act as effective precipitation sites for iron during
annealing, and the reduction in the interstitial iron concentrations in the intra-grain regions is
found to be mainly due to precipitation at dislocations. Some important differences between the
iron precipitation behaviour at the grain boundaries and at the intra-grain dislocations are
discussed. The effect of hydrogenation of the multicrystalline silicon wafers on the apparent
C
2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
iron precipitation rate is also presented and discussed. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4868587]
I. INTRODUCTION

Multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) is a widely used material
in the photovoltaic industry. It is known to contain a large
amount of structural defects and impurities, which significantly
reduce the solar cell efficiency. Iron (Fe) is one of the most detrimental metallic impurities in mc-Si.1–3 It is also commonly
found in mc-Si, originating mostly from the crucible, crucible
lining and feedstock during ingot growth.4–6 The majority of
iron in mc-Si is present in the form of precipitates, which are
generally less harmful to the global carrier lifetime than the mobile, dissolved interstitial Fe atoms (Fei).2,3 In addition, a low
density of large precipitates is less detrimental than a high density of small precipitates,4 due to the fact that the surfaces of
the precipitates are found to be the recombination active area.7
Reducing the negative impact of iron contamination in
silicon, either by removing the dissolved iron atoms from the
material bulk through external gettering, or by driving iron
precipitation at heterogeneous defects within the material
through internal gettering, is beneficial for solar cell efficiency. External gettering of iron by diffused regions of phosphorous, boron or aluminium at high temperatures8 is
commonly used in solar cell production. The efficacy of the
external gettering process is further improved by an in-situ
anneal at relatively low temperatures (600–700  C) after the
standard diffusion.8,9 Extensive research has been conducted
to understand and optimise such external gettering processes.
Also, internal gettering of iron by intentionally grown oxygen
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precipitates in Czochralski (Cz) silicon is widely used in the
electronic industry.10–13 However, limited research has been
carried out to exploit the benefit of internal gettering in mc-Si
materials for photovoltaics. It has been reported that the effective minority carrier lifetime and the solar cell efficiency is
improved after a relatively low temperature (500–600  C)
annealing process for mc-Si samples with phosphorous
emitters,14–16 due to a combined effect of external and internal
gettering.15,16 Krain et al.17 studied the internal gettering of
iron at 300–500  C in mc-Si wafers without phosphorous
emitters, and reported reductions in the interstitial iron concentrations by more than one order of magnitude. However, a
quantitative examination of the spatial distribution of Fe precipitation was not performed in this study.17 In our previous
work,18 a much slower precipitation rate than those reported
in Krain et al.17 was found in mc-Si wafers. The crystallographic defects in mc-Si material, such as grain boundaries
(GBs) and dislocations, are known to act as gettering sites for
interstitial Fe to precipitate at during ingot cooling.4,19,20 To
our knowledge, the Fe precipitation kinetics at different types
of crystallographic defects has not been examined in the literature. As the silicon solar cell industry is moving towards
increasingly higher efficiency cells, it is necessary to explore
the possible options to achieve better efficiency. An improved
understanding of the Fe precipitation kinetics may be beneficial for the development of effective low-temperature internal
gettering processes tailored to specific mc-Si materials.
This paper presents a systematic study of the Fe precipitation kinetics in multicrystalline silicon, with respect to
annealing time, temperature, super-saturation level, and different types and densities of precipitation sites. Annealing
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temperatures in the range of 400–700  C are examined. Two
sets of mc-Si wafers of different initial interstitial Fe concentrations are used to study the effect of the Fe super-saturation
level on the precipitation kinetics. The Fe precipitation
kinetics at the grain boundaries and different intra-grain
regions are separately analysed. This is achieved through the
use of high resolution photoluminescence-based images21 of
the interstitial Fe concentrations22 across mc-Si wafers. The
effect of mc-Si bulk hydrogenation on the observed Fe precipitation kinetics is also discussed.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The multicrystalline silicon wafers used in this study
were from a commercially grown boron-doped directionally
solidified ingot. The wafers are 330 lm thick and 12.5
 12.5 cm2 in size. Two wafers were chosen for this study.
They are located at 28% and 32% from the bottom of the ingot respectively. The resistivity of the two wafers is around
1.4 X cm. As the two are not far apart within the vertical
direction of the ingot, they demonstrate similar distributions
of grain boundaries and dislocation clusters. However, a
large difference in the interstitial iron concentrations ([Fei])
is found for wafers from this part of the ingot, where the
concentration of Fe diffused into the solid ingot from the
crucible base drops rapidly, as shown in Ref. 23, which was
based on the same ingot. One of the wafers has an [Fei] of
approximately 1013 cm3 and the other of approximately
3  1012 cm3, and they will be referred to as high [Fei] and
low [Fei] samples, respectively, in this paper. The wafers
were diced into smaller pieces of 4.15  4.15 cm2 in size.
The average concentrations of interstitial Fe across the
4.15  4.15 cm2 pieces vary by less than 30% from piece to
piece. The small differences in the area-averaged [Fei] across
the pieces are due to the different spatial distributions of
structural defects, which acted as the internal gettering sites
during ingot cooling and thus resulted in slightly different
final average dissolved Fe concentrations.
The wafers were chemically etched, cleaned, and then
annealed in dry oxygen at 1000  C for 45 min to grow silicon
oxide layers for surface passivation. Oxide passivation was
chosen as it remains stable during subsequent low temperature annealing steps, unlike silicon nitride passivation, for
example. Annealing at 1000  C also uniformly distributes the
interstitial Fe concentrations across the wafers, as shown in
the Fe image in Fig. 1(a). The total Fe concentration of
wafers from this part of the ingot, interpolated from the neutron activation analysis of the wafers from the same ingot,2
is on the order of 1014 cm3. Therefore, a large fraction of Fe
is in precipitated form. Some dissolution of this precipitated
Fe is expected during such high temperature processes,24
however, our previous study18,25 on neighbouring wafers
found that the amount of dissolution is not significant compared to the initial as-cut interstitial Fe concentrations on the
order of 1012–1013 cm3. It was found that the neighbouring
wafers in the as-cut state, either oxidised and removed
from the furnace at 1000  C, or oxidised at 1000  C followed
by a 10  C/min cool-down to 700  C before being removed
from the furnace, all show similar average interstitial Fe

FIG. 1. Interstitial Fe images of the same wafer (a) after oxidation and
before low temperature annealing, (b) after annealing at 500  C for a cumulative time of 2.9 h, (c) 7.1 h, and (d) 14.5 h. Comparison of the [Fei] images
shows that the Fei concentrations are reduced with increasing annealing
time. The five squares A-E labelled in image (d) are the intra-grain regions
analysed in Fig. 9.

concentrations. It seems that the amount of Fe dissolution
during the high temperature oxidation process and the
amount of Fe precipitation during the cool-down to 700  C
were insignificant compared to the background concentrations of Fe. As a result, the wafers used in this study were
cooled down to 750  C at a rate of 10  C/min after the
1000  C oxidation step, before being removed from the furnace and left in an air flow to reach room temperature within
minutes. The thermally grown silicon oxide layers are
between 50–80 nm thick.
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To test the effect of hydrogenation on the measured interstitial Fe concentrations, one of the oxidised wafers
received an HF dip to remove the silicon oxide layers, and
was re-passivated with aluminium oxide films of around
20 nm using plasma-assisted Atomic Layer Deposition
(ALD). The deposition process was carried out at 175  C for
a total time of 1 h.
Each wafer was then annealed at one temperature in
the range of 400–700  C, for various time intervals ranging
from minutes to hours. Wafers from both sample sets, high
and low initial [Fei], were included for each temperature, to
study the effect of the initial [Fei] on the precipitation
kinetics. The ambient gas during the low temperature
anneals for the oxidised wafers was a mixture of 95% argon
and 5% hydrogen, which we have found maintains the surface passivation of the SiO2 films. For the Al2O3 coated wafer, a nitrogen ambient was used for the low temperature
anneals.
Float-zone single crystalline wafers were included in the
processing steps to monitor the stability of the surface passivation layers, as any significant reduction in the surface passivation quality may affect the sensitivity of the PL-based
iron images. The FZ-Si wafers were boron-doped p-type
wafers with a resistivity of approximately 2 X cm and a
thickness of 250 lm. Fig. 2 shows that the surface passivation of both silicon oxide and aluminium oxide layers is reasonably stable during annealing for extended times at 400  C
and 700  C. The magnitude of the minority carrier lifetime
due to surface recombination (as reflected by the lifetime of
the FZ-Si samples) is 2 orders of magnitude higher than the
lifetime due to bulk recombination in the mc-Si wafers.
Therefore, the observed changes in the surface passivation
have little impact on the effective minority carrier lifetime of
the mc-Si samples, and will not affect the iron images.

J. Appl. Phys. 115, 114901 (2014)

The interstitial Fe concentrations in the mc-Si wafers
were measured after each thermal annealing step, by using
an LIS-R1 photoluminescence imaging tool21 from BT
Imaging for spatially resolved distributions of interstitial Fe
concentrations.22 The wavelength of the illumination source
is 808 nm. A magnifying lens was used, giving an image
pixel size of about 23 lm. The derivation of the Fei concentration is based on the well-established method of measuring
the minority carrier lifetimes before and after the dissociation of the Fe-B pairs in silicon,26 via strong illumination in
this experiment. The PL-based lifetime images were calibrated via an in-built Quasi-Steady-State PhotoConductance
(QSSPC) tester from Sinton Instruments.27 A point spread
function was applied to de-convolute image smearing caused
by the lateral photon scattering within the Si-CCD camera.28
The samples had planar, chemically polished surfaces, minimising the amount of light-trapping in the sample itself,
which can also lead to a small degree of optical image
smearing. As the minority carrier lifetimes of the tested samples are small, in the micro-second range, the effect of
carrier diffusion smearing on the resulting [Fei] images was
found to be small.19 Separate QSSPC lifetime measurements
were also used to measure the average minority carrier lifetimes of some of the mc-Si wafers, as an alternative method
to ascertain the average concentrations of interstitial Fe
obtained from the calibrated PL imaging technique.
In order to reveal the distributions of the structural
defects in the mc-Si wafers, after the annealing experiment,
the silicon oxide layers were etched off and some of the
wafers were defect etched using the “MD1” etching recipe
of Kashiwagi et al.29 The structural defects were revealed as
etch pits on the wafers, and could be identified under a light
microscope.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

FIG. 2. Effective minority carrier lifetimes of multicrystalline and float-zone
wafers annealed at 400  C or 700  C with respect to the cumulative annealing time. The excess carrier densities at which the minority carrier lifetimes
were measured were at 1  1015 cm3 for the FZ wafers, 3  1014 cm3 for
the high [Fei] mc-Si wafer and 6  1014 cm3 for the low [Fei] mc-Si wafer.

Comparing images of the interstitial Fe concentrations
of the same wafer before and after annealing at a low temperature (Fig. 1), it is evident that the Fei concentrations are
decreased with respect to the annealing time, and this reduction is not uniform across the wafer. In this work, we assume
that the reduction in the interstitial Fe concentration corresponds to the precipitation of Fe.
Note that the images show an apparent increase of [Fei]
directly at the grain boundaries (GBs) and dislocation clusters. It was found in our previous work30 that measurement
artefacts, due to optical scattering near GBs and photon
smearing within the silicon wafers, and to a lesser degree
within the CCD-camera, contribute to this apparent increase
in [Fei] at the GBs and dislocation clusters. However, these
artefacts are excluded from the analysed regions in this
work, and do not impact on the conclusions.
In this section, we will first present results of the areaaveraged interstitial Fe concentrations across the wafers and
compare the Fe precipitation mechanisms of wafers of different initial [Fei] and with different annealing temperatures. In
the second part, we will investigate the spatial distributions
of the Fe precipitation across the mc-Si wafers, and the dominant precipitation sites will be identified. In the last part, the
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discrepancy between our results and Krain et al.’s17 on
the precipitation rate of Fe in mc-Si wafers, based on
area-averaged [Fei] measurements, will be addressed, and
other possible factors affecting the precipitation kinetics will
be discussed.
A. Area-averaged precipitation of iron

The area-averaged interstitial Fe concentrations across
the mc-Si wafers will be used for the following analysis.
This is applicable as the comparison of wafers from the two
sets of different initial [Fei] was made only on sister sections
which show similar distributions of structural defects. Defect
etching of such sister sections confirmed that the two have
similar average etch pit densities.
As shown in Fig. 3, the decay of the interstitial Fe concentrations as a function of the annealing time is approximately exponential, except for the last few data points for
some data sets, in which a reduced rate of decay is seen. We
believe that this is due to significantly reduced degrees of
super-saturation, as will be discussed in detail later in this
section. A simple exponential decay expression is consistent
with Ham’s precipitation model for a fixed precipitate
radius31,32
CðtÞ  CS ¼ ðCO  CS Þ  expðt=sÞ;

(1)

s ¼ 1=ð4pnrDÞ;

(2)

with

where CðtÞ is the interstitial Fe concentration at time t, CS is
the Fe solubility, CO is the initial [Fei], s is the precipitation
time constant, n is the precipitation site density, r is the precipitate radius, and D is the Fe diffusivity.
As more than 90% of the total Fe concentration2 in the
wafers is already in the precipitated state, the growth of the
average precipitate radius is likely to be insignificant compared to the average radius of the existing precipitates.
Therefore, Ham’s expression for fixed precipitate radius (Eq.
(1)) is applicable here. In addition, the data can be well fitted
by the expression in Eq. (1), as shown in Fig. 3.
For concentrations of interstitial Fe which are much
higher than the Fe solubility limit, for example, at lower temperatures, Eq. (1) can be simplified as
CðtÞ ¼ CO  expðt=sÞ:

(3)

The expressions in Eqs. (1) and (3) are used to fit the experimental data of [Fei] versus annealing time for each wafer, and the precipitation time constants extracted from the
fitting. For the temperatures below 600  C, Eqs. (1) and (3)
show little difference as fitting curves and hence the simpler
form of Eq. (3) is used. For the wafers annealed at 700  C,
especially the high [Fei] wafer shown in Fig. 3(a), Eq. (1) is
required.
The precipitation time constants from Fig. 3 are shown
in Fig. 4 as a function of temperature. For the wafers of high
initial [Fei], precipitation was fastest at 600  C and slowest at
400  C; whereas for those of low initial [Fei], precipitation

FIG. 3. Remaining dissolved Fe fraction as a function of the annealing time
for four groups of sister wafers from the two sample sets—(a): wafers of
high initial [Fei] of around 1013 cm3, (b): low initial [Fei] of around 3
 1012 cm3. The four groups of sister wafers were annealed at temperatures
of 400  C, 500  C, 600  C, and 700  C. The experimental data were fitted
with the expressions in Eq. (1) or (3).

was fastest at 500  C and slowest at 700  C. For the wafers
which have different initial Fei concentrations and were subjected to the same temperature anneals, different precipitation time constants were obtained. The wafers annealed at
400  C show similar precipitation time constants for the two
of different initial [Fei]; while for the rest annealed at
500–700  C, the wafers of low initial [Fei] consistently show
larger precipitation time constants than those of higher [Fei],
and the difference becomes more significant as the temperature increases.
The groups of sister wafers have similar densities of
structural defects, meaning that they have similar densities
of the available precipitation sites. The actual precipitation
site density may only be a fraction of the total available precipitations sites, as has been reported for single-crystalline
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FIG. 4. Precipitation time constants at 400  C–700  C, for the two sets of
wafers of different initial interstitial Fe concentrations—one with a higher
[Fei] of 1013 cm3 and one with a lower [Fei] of 3  1012 cm3. The smooth
curves are guides to the eyes.

Cz silicon13,33 and polycrystalline silicon,34 and implemented in some Fe precipitation models.33,35 The average radius of the existing Fe precipitates, formed during ingot
cooling and from feedstock inclusions,4 is in theory larger
for the higher [Fei] wafer. This is because wafers of higher
[Fei] reach the Fe solubility limit at a higher temperature
during ingot cooling, giving a longer time for precipitation
to occur. As expected from Eq. (2), a larger precipitate size
would result in a smaller precipitation time constant.
However, if this were the cause for the observed smaller precipitation time constants of the high [Fei] wafers, its impact
would be consistent across all four temperatures, which is in
conflict with the results (Fig. 4). Therefore, the differences in
the precipitation time constants of the groups of two sister
wafers annealed at the same temperatures are not due to either the available precipitation site density, or the initial precipitate size.
Another important difference in the sister wafers
which were annealed at the same temperatures is the initial
interstitial Fe concentrations. This leads to differing
degrees of super-saturation in the wafers, which could
impact on the precipitation kinetics, as was found for Fe
precipitation in Cz silicon with oxygen precipitates.11,12
The degree of super-saturation can be expressed as a saturation ratio, which is the ratio between the interstitial Fe
concentration in the wafer and the Fe solubility limit36 at a
given temperature. At the same temperature, wafers of
higher [Fei] have a higher saturation ratio, which may
result in faster precipitation of the more super-saturated interstitial Fe atoms. Fig. 5 shows the time-dependent Fe precipitation curves for the wafers annealed at 400–700  C, as
a function of the saturation ratios, which are proportional
to the Fei concentrations at a given temperature. The slope
of each curve is an indication of the precipitation time
constant. As demonstrated in Fig. 5, the effect of
super-saturation becomes negligible when the saturation
ratios are very high, for example, at 400  C, where the two
curves are parallel to each other (although the reaction proceeds more slowly at this temperature due to the reduced
diffusivity of Fe). By contrast, the impact of differing

FIG. 5. Saturation ratios, defined as the ratio of Fei concentration in the wafer and the Fe solubility limit at a given temperature, with respect to the cumulative annealing time, of sister wafers of different initial Fei
concentrations (high and low initial [Fei] of 1013 cm3 and 3  1012 cm3,
respectively), annealed at 400  C, 500  C, 600  C, and 700  C.

amounts of super-saturation becomes increasingly significant as the degree of super-saturation decreases, leading to
large variations in the time constants between the two sister wafers.
It is interesting to note that the curves of the two sister
wafers which were annealed at 500–700  C show “crossover” points. At this point, the saturation ratios of the two
are the same. However, wafers of higher initial [Fei] show
faster precipitation after the cross-over points, and the differences in the two slopes increase with increasing temperatures, i.e., decreasing saturation ratios. The initial level of
super-saturation in a wafer therefore appears to be an important determinant for how fast Fe precipitates.
The impact of super-saturation on Fe precipitation is not
directly expressed in Ham’s model. However, the effect of
the iron super-saturation may be reflected in the precipitation
site density n in Eq. (1), which was found to be only a fraction of the total structural defect density in some studies.13,33,35 Moreover, it has been noted12,32,35 that Ham’s
precipitation model is only applicable to the precipitate
growth stage, that is, the nucleation process is not considered. The wafers used here already contain a large amount of
precipitates prior to the low temperature anneals, and hence
the effect of super-saturation may also be related to the
energy barriers associated with initiating the process of further precipitate growth.
From the results, we conclude that the optimum temperature for a fast reduction in the interstitial Fe concentration
is a balance between high Fe diffusivity at higher temperatures, and a high degree of Fe super-saturation at lower temperatures. The optimum temperature for the fastest internal
gettering of Fe in mc-Si therefore varies for wafers of different initial interstitial Fe concentrations. For the two cases
studied here, the optimum precipitation temperature is
around 500  C for the low [Fei] samples, and around 600  C
for the high [Fei] samples.
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B. Precipitation at grain boundaries and intra-grain
regions

The results presented above are based on the decay of
the area-averaged interstitial Fe concentrations. In this section, the precipitation kinetics are analysed separately for the
grain boundaries and the intra-grain regions.
1. Grain boundaries

The grain boundaries (GBs) in mc-Si wafers are known
to act as gettering sites for interstitial iron.4,19,20 This is evidently shown by the appearance of the denuded zones of
reduced [Fei] near GBs after annealing, and the widening of
the denuded zones with accumulating annealing times, as
can be seen by comparing the [Fei] images in Fig. 1. This
effect can be seen more easily in Fig. 6, which shows [Fei]
profiles across the same GB after different annealing times.
As we have shown in previous work, the [Fei] profiles
across a GB can be well fitted by a diffusion-capture
model,19 which has two fitting parameters—the diffusion
length of interstitial Fe atoms, and the gettering velocity, or
precipitation velocity, at the GB. This parameter is analogous to the surface recombination velocity for excess carriers
recombining at wafer surfaces.19 This diffusion-capture
model is fitted to the Fe profiles in Fig. 6. Note that the diffusion lengths of Fe extracted from the fits agree very well
with those calculated from the known Fe diffusivity from
the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
literature,37 and the annealing time, according to LD ¼ Dt,
as shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 6 also shows a comparison of the experimental [Fei]
profile after 430 min annealing, with two modelled cases:
one assuming an infinite gettering velocity at the GB (dashed
line), and another with a finite gettering velocity of
2.5  106 cm/s (solid line). In both cases, the Fe diffusion

FIG. 6. Interstitial Fe concentration profiles across the same grain boundary
of a wafer which was annealed at 500  C for various times. The experimental data were obtained by taking linescans across the GB on the [Fei] images.
The smooth lines represent fitting to the experimental data using an iron
diffusion-capture model. A modelled profile using the expected diffusion
length of Fe (from the annealing temperature and time) and an infinite gettering velocity at the GB is also shown for the 430 min annealed data.

FIG. 7. Diffusion lengths of Fe atoms estimated from fitting the experimental linescans with a diffusion-capture model (symbols), and calculated from
the known Fe diffusivity and annealing times (lines).

length is fixed at 335 lm, the value expected form the known
diffusivity of Fe at this temperature and for this annealing
time. The results clearly show that the GB does not act as an
infinite sink for Fe precipitation. This implies that the precipitation of Fe at the GBs is not only a diffusion-limited process but is also limited to some extent by the capture rate.
The capture process, i.e., Fe precipitation, is characterised by
the gettering velocity at the GB.
The gettering velocity of comparable GBs shows large
temperature dependence, as illustrated in Fig. 8. The gettering velocity increases from 400  C to 600  C, for both sets of
the wafers of different initial Fei concentrations. For the set
of wafers with high initial [Fei], the gettering velocity is
found to decrease slightly from 600  C to 700  C; whereas
for the low initial [Fei] wafers, denuded zones could not be
identified as very little reduction in [Fei] is found at 700  C
near the GBs, as a result of a low degree of super-saturation.
The increasing trend of the gettering velocity from 400  C to
600  C indicates that the rate at which Fe precipitation
occurs at the GBs increases with temperature. This is in contrary to the expected effect of super-saturation on Fe precipitation, since a higher level of super-saturation (i.e., a lower
temperature for a given Fei concentration) would result in
more effective precipitation. In addition, at the same temperatures, the two sets of wafers give similar values of gettering
velocity, despite being under different levels of
super-saturation. The effect of super-saturation is therefore
not a dominating determinant in how effectively Fe is gettered at the GBs, for temperatures below 600  C (saturation
ratios well above 10). At 700  C when the saturation ratios
are small, the impact of super-saturation again plays a role,
as a less effective precipitation than that at 600  C is
observed for the wafers of high initial [Fei], and no precipitation could be seen for the low [Fei] wafers.
The reduced importance of super-saturation on the Fe
precipitation at the GBs may be related to the fact that Fe
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FIG. 8. Gettering velocity at recombination active grain boundaries with
denuded zones, estimated from fitting the experimental [Fei] profiles with a
diffusion-capture model, plotted against the annealing temperatures, for both
high and low initial [Fei] wafers.

precipitates are likely to already exist close to the GBs prior
to the low temperature anneals.4 There is likely to be a lower
barrier to the further growth of an existing precipitate, compared to the nucleation of new precipitates. It is plausible
that the increased barrier for the nucleation of new precipitates requires a greater degree of super-saturation to be overcome. Once started, precipitation can then proceed with a
reduced dependence on the saturation ratio. This is supported
by the effect of the initial saturation ratios on the Fe precipitation kinetics for the area-averaged Fe concentrations, discussed in Sec. III A.
The different impact of super-saturation on Fe precipitation between the GBs and the overall behaviour of
area-averaged mc-Si wafers implies that the amount of Fe
precipitated at the GBs only accounts for a small fraction of
the total amount of precipitated Fe during the low temperature annealing. The majority of the Fe precipitation occurs
within the grains, and this will be discussed in Sec. III B 2.
We note that not all grain boundaries were found to act
as precipitation sites for Fe. The twin boundaries, for example, demonstrate no gettering effect. Such twin boundaries
are also not recombination active as revealed by the PL
images. This has been reported previously.38
2. Intra-grain regions

The interstitial Fe concentrations are reduced not only
near the grain boundaries but also within the grains after the
low temperature anneals, as can be seen in Figs. 1 and 6 at
distances far from the GBs. The Fe precipitation time constants of the intra-grains may vary across different grains
within one mc-Si wafer or even different regions within one
grain. Fig. 9 presents the reduction trends of several intragrain regions as a function of annealing time at 500  C, for
the regions shown in Fig. 1(d). A large variation in the precipitation time constants can be seen.
Some of the wafers were etched to reveal the distributions of dislocations and grain boundaries, and the interstitial
Fe concentrations after annealing for a fixed, long time are
plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of the average dislocation

FIG. 9. Remaining interstitial Fe concentrations as a function of cumulative
annealing time for a wafer annealed at 500  C. Five different intra-grain
regions were chosen, the positions of which are labelled in Fig. 1(d). Note
that Regions D and E are located in one grain.

densities of the intra-grain regions. The [Fei] after annealing
for a sufficiently long time is taken an indication of how fast
Fe precipitates, because the initial [Fei] prior to annealing is
uniform across the mc-Si wafer, as can be seen in Fig. 1(a).
Data for anneals at 500 and 700  C are shown. To allow a
fair comparison between these, anneal times corresponding
to diffusion lengths of Fe atoms during the annealing processes of around 330 lm were chosen. The annealing times
are 430 min and 55 min for the 500  C and 700  C anneals,
respectively. Note that the distance between the chosen intra
grain regions and the GBs is much greater than this diffusion
length of Fe, in order to exclude the effect of gettering by the
nearby GBs on the measured intra-grain Fei concentrations.
The results in Fig. 10 demonstrate a decreasing trend of
the remaining [Fei] with increasing dislocation density. That
is, regions of higher dislocation density have reduced interstitial Fe concentrations after annealing for a fixed time,
meaning that more Fe is precipitated during annealing. The
average distance between dislocations, as calculated from
the measured dislocation densities, is about 25–70 lm,
which is much smaller than the diffusion length of Fe during
annealing (Fig. 7). Therefore, the denuded zones of reduced
[Fei] could not be clearly identified for the intra-grain dislocations. As iron is known to precipitate heterogeneously in
silicon,39 this result indicates that the intra-grain dislocations
act as the precipitation sites for the interstitial Fe atoms.
We note that the silicon oxide layers on the surfaces of
the wafers are unlikely to be a major source of precipitation
sites for Fe in the mc-Si wafers examined here, because it
was found that the precipitation time constants of the intragrain regions show a large variation within the same grains.
If surface precipitation was dominant, each grain would
demonstrate a uniform rate of decay in Fei concentration. An
example of the different precipitation time constants is illustrated in Fig. 9, where the regions D and E are from the same
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FIG. 10. Interstitial Fe concentrations after annealing, averaged across intragrain regions of different dislocation densities, for two wafers annealed at
500  C and 700  C, respectively. To compare the two of different temperature anneals, the Fei concentrations were taken after annealing for time durations such that the diffusion length of Fe atoms is around 330 lm.

grain as denoted in Fig. 1(d). More examples can be seen in
Fig. 1(d), illustrated by the varying Fei concentrations across
some of the same grains.
In previous work by Murphy and Falster,40 the reduction
of [Fei] after low temperature annealing in high-purity Cz
silicon wafers with no pre-existing iron silicides on the surface was thought to be due to the precipitation at bulk voids.
The precipitation time constants deduced from their data at
550–700  C are in the order of tens of hours, which are much
larger than our findings. Thus, the bulk voids do not act as a
dominating type of precipitation sites in the mc-Si wafers
studied here.
To summarise, dislocations are likely the dominating
precipitation sites at the intra-grain regions of mc-Si. As a
result of the different dislocation densities and the heterogeneous precipitation nature of iron,39 a large variation in the
precipitation time constants can be seen across the intragrains of a mc-Si wafer. Some of the grain boundaries are
also shown to act as precipitation sites for iron, creating
denuded zones of reduced interstitial iron concentrations
near the GBs. The internal gettering of iron by the GBs is
limited by both the diffusion of iron and the gettering efficacy at the GBs. The gettering efficacy at the GBs is found
to increase with temperature, unless a very low degree of
iron super-saturation (below a factor of ten) is present to
hinder the precipitation process. The internal gettering effect
of both the dislocations and the grain boundaries is reflected
in the overall reduction in the interstitial iron concentrations
across a mc-Si wafer, shown by the area-averaged [Fei]
decay with annealing time.
C. Other factors affecting iron precipitation

The area-averaged iron precipitation time constants of
the mc-Si wafers examined in this paper, as summarised in
Fig. 4, are an order of magnitude larger than those reported
by Krain et al.17 at the overlapping temperatures. In this
section, we will discuss the possible explanations for this
large discrepancy.

J. Appl. Phys. 115, 114901 (2014)

The mc-Si wafers used in Krain et al.17 had an initial interstitial Fe concentration of 1012 cm3 for the 400  C and
500  C anneals, which is lower than that of the mc-Si wafers
used in this study—1013 cm3 and 3  1012 cm3 for the
high and low [Fei] samples, respectively. The higher levels
of super-saturation in our samples should therefore result in
even faster Fe precipitation compared to Krain et al.’s, which
is contrary to our findings. Thus, the level of super-saturation
cannot explain the discrepancy.
In Ref. 17, the area-averaged interstitial Fe concentrations were determined from the minority carrier lifetimes
measured by the QSSPC technique. In this study, the lifetimes were obtained by calibrating the PL signals with the
in-built QSSPC device in the PL imager. Reasonable agreement of the resulting Fei concentrations was found in our
previous study.23 Some of the wafers were measured using
both the PL imager and the QSSPC lifetime tester. The
results show that the Fe precipitation time constants derived
from the PL [Fei] images are consistent with the QSSPC
measurements. The different measurement techniques can
therefore also be excluded as the reason for this discrepancy.
One of the possible explanations may be the differences
in the density of the crystallographic defects and other precipitation sites of the mc-Si wafers examined in the two studies. For example, as shown in Fig. 10, the Fe precipitation
time constants are dependent on the dislocation density. If
the wafers used in Krain et al. are from very bottom of the
ingot, for instance, a high concentration of structural defects
and oxygen precipitates are expected, which would result in
faster precipitation of Fe.
The discrepancy may also be caused by the effect of hydrogenation on the interstitial Fe concentrations in mc-Si
wafers. It has been reported41–44 that a reduced concentration
of interstitial Fe is measured after hydrogen being introduced
into the mc-Si bulk. A recent study41 shows that the apparent
decay in [Fei] is faster in the hydrogenated wafers. In Krain
et al.’s study,17 silicon nitride films from plasma enhanced
chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) were used as the surface passivation layers. It is not clear from Krain et al.17
whether or not the silicon nitride films were removed and
re-passivated after each annealing step at 300–500  C. If the
silicon nitride films were present during the low temperature
anneals, hydrogenation of the bulk defects could be
expected.45–48 The PL images of the wafer before and after
annealing as shown in Ref. 17 show reduced recombination
activity of some of the GBs and dislocation clusters after
annealing, which is an indication that hydrogenation was
present.
On the other hand, the wafers tested in this paper do not
show such an effect of reduced recombination activity at the
structural defects on the PL images after annealing. The
wafers were previously oxidised at a high temperature of
1000  C, and as reported in Ref. 49, activation of some
defects is expected and such defects would be hydrogenated
more easily. This is however not observed. In addition, in a
previous experiment18 the precipitation of Fe was tested on
mc-Si wafers, which were annealed in oxygen at low temperatures; and then with the silicon oxide layers removed, the
wafers were re-passivated with silicon nitride using PECVD.
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The wafers were subjected to no further temperature processes, and thus the hydrogenation effect was not activated,
which is also confirmed by the PL images. The precipitation
time constant estimated from this study18 shows a reasonable
agreement with the findings of this paper, despite different
gas ambient at low temperature annealing being used in the
two experiments. Hydrogenation of the bulk defects is therefore unlikely in our samples.
To test the hypothesis that the slower precipitation
observed in this paper is due to the absence of the hydrogenation effect, aluminium oxide films were used for surface passivation, as the films contain a small amount of
hydrogen50 and reasonable stability is maintained after
annealing at 400  C (as shown in Fig. 2). A previously oxidised mc-Si wafer of low initial [Fei] was re-passivated
with aluminium oxide films after removing the thermally
grown silicon oxide layers, and the wafer was annealed at
400  C for cumulative times. Imaging of the interstitial Fe
concentrations was conducted after each annealing step as
was done for the silicon oxide passivated samples.
Comparison of the PL images before and after the Al2O3
coating and the 400  C anneals shows a small degree of hydrogenation effect at some of the GBs and dislocation clusters. The hydrogenation effect of Al2O3 films has also been
observed previously.51 The reduction in the [Fei] of the
Al2O3 coated mc-Si wafer is much faster, with an iron precipitation time constant of 210 min, in comparison with the
1300 min found for the SiO2 passivated sample of the same
initial [Fei], as shown in Fig. 11. The precipitation time
constant at 400  C found in Krain et al.’s data is 100 min.
The silicon nitride passivation films are known to have a
higher content of hydrogen than the aluminium oxide
films,50,52 and this may explain the faster reduction in [Fei]
of the sample with the silicon nitride films.41 Therefore, the
lack of hydrogen in our mc-Si wafers may explain the
slower precipitation processes found in this paper compared
to Krain et al.’s,17 although the physical mechanism behind
this behaviour is not yet clear.

J. Appl. Phys. 115, 114901 (2014)

IV. CONCLUSION

The precipitation of iron in multicrystalline silicon has
been systematically studied, based on the analysis of the
changes in the concentrations and distributions of interstitial
Fe in mc-Si wafers annealed at 400–700  C. The Fe precipitation kinetics is examined as a function of the annealing
time, temperature, super-saturation level, and precipitation
sites. A significant reduction in the interstitial Fe concentrations by more than one order of magnitude is observed for
the mc-Si wafers annealed at these low temperatures. The
concentrations of the remaining Fei with respect to the
annealing time is well fitted by Ham’s precipitation model of
fixed precipitate radius, which can be simplified as an exponential decay function for lower temperatures. The average
Fe precipitation time constants of the mc-Si wafers were
found to vary with annealing temperatures, as well as
depending strongly on the initial Fei concentrations. The
level of Fe super-saturation is therefore identified as one of
the key determinants for the rate of Fe precipitation. A
higher degree of Fe super-saturation is shown to result in a
faster precipitation process, unless the super-saturation levels
are so high (above 1000) that its impact is saturated. The optimum temperature for rapid [Fei] reduction is therefore a
compromise between high Fe diffusivity and high
super-saturation level, and varies for wafers of different initial Fei concentrations.
The spatially resolved Fei images allow us to assess the
precipitation kinetics at the grain boundaries and the
intra-grains separately. Some grain boundaries are shown to
be effective precipitation sites for Fe during low temperature
annealing. The precipitation of Fe in the close vicinity of the
GBs is found to increase with temperature and is less
affected by the degree of Fe super-saturation. The reduction
in the Fei concentrations also occurs within the grains, and
the precipitation time constants are shown to vary across different grains as well as across different regions of the same
grains. The precipitation rate is found to increase with
increasing dislocation density of the intra-grain regions, suggesting that the dislocations are a major type of precipitation
sites in mc-Si.
The discrepancy in the precipitation time constants
observed in this paper and in Krain et al.’s is possibly related to
the different densities of precipitation sites (crystallographic
defects and etc.) in the mc-Si wafers being used, and/or perhaps
the effect of bulk hydrogenation on the measured concentrations of interstitial iron in multicrystalline silicon.
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